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An important note on the post-Brexit status of EMAS in the UK

Brexit has introduced insurmountable hurdles for EMAS registered organisations in the UK. The 
document that follows continues informally Severn’s long-standing engagement with EMAS.

EMAS - the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme, is a voluntary initiative designed to improve 
companies’ environmental performance. It was initially established by European Regulation 1836/9; 
it is the pinnacle of environmental management. Its aim is to recognise and reward those organi-
sations that go beyond minimum legal compliance and continuously improve their environmental 
performance.

In addition, it is a requirement of the scheme that participating organisations regularly produce 
a public environmental statement that reports on their environmental performance. It is this vol-
untary publication of environmental information, whose accuracy and reliability has been inde-
pendently checked by an environmental verifier, that gives EMAS and those organisations that 
participate enhanced credibility and recognition.





WELCOME
Welcome to the Severn’s first independent Environmental Statement, using EMAS regulations as a 
framework.

EMAS has been highly significant for Severn as a mechanism for establishing and evaluating 
performance data and communicating with our stakeholders. It is our intention to continue 
informal compliance with the regulations, thus maintaining our proud relationship with EMAS. Our 
use of EMAS informally is a pioneering application of this highly important scheme.

2019 was another strong year for Severn. Our strong financial foundation and position allows 
us to continually invest and operate at the forefront of print technologies. This brings diverse 
and considerable benefits for all our clients in the form of production gains (quality and shorter 
turnaround times) as well as manifold environmental benefits.

We are proud to report that our CO2e emissions reduced considerably in 2019. Additionally, the 
overall environmental footprint of our operations reduced further during the reporting year as we 
achieved all targets set for the reporting period. Please see Measuring Our Performance for more 
detail. 

Reflecting the importance of emissions-related actions, Severn now has in place a range of actions 
and initiatives to reduce emissions. Please see Climate Change for more detail. 

These benefits are great news for our clients too as our industry-leading environmental status 
and performance is a reassurance that their print is being produced with a minimal environmental 
footprint. 

All the above points enhance our status as the UK’s leading environmentally responsible and 
progressive printing company. 

Ian Smith

Managing Director 



COMPANY PROFILE & HISTORY
Severn is a commercial, mailing and book printing company, employing 54 staff, located on a 
business park in Gloucester.

Severn was founded in 1977 and is privately owned by the Management Team.

Severn’s customers are nationwide, located mainly in the South West and London areas. The 
company has customers in Ireland and carries out business in other European countries.

Many of Severn’s customers are environmental leaders in their sectors and we have a high number 
of long-standing client relationships that began with litho print and have evolved to include our 
state-of-the-art communication techniques.

Severn’s staff are environmentally aware and knowledgeable and have been a key factor in our 
innovative environmental work. In 2013 we formalised our staff involvement in environmental 
matters by creating a Green Team. See later for more on our Green Team.

ACTIVITIES & SERVICES
Severn specialises in litho and digital printing techniques using cutting edge technology. From 
file processing to a diverse range of finishing processes, including die cutting, paperback binding, 
hardback binding and mailing, we are able to perform in-house, all stages of the print process for a 
vast majority of projects. 

PRODUCTION PROCESSES & 
COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES
Severn recognises the need to monitor technological changes and for constant investment to 
adapt to a dynamic market place and the evolution of communication techniques. We have in 
place a diverse range of capabilities to meet the needs of our clients and potential clients:

• All processes are in full compliance with our strict environmental management system. All 
products comply with our strict environmental and ethical policies.

• Our business model, as an innovative company, combining expertise, an ethical approach and 
passion for our product and industry is a one for others to follow.



ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE & 
CERTIFICATION
Severn has long recognised the common sense nature of actions to manage and reduce our 
environmental impact: they also reduce our costs. Our reputation as environmental pioneers was 
gained via our actions relating to lithographic print and this mantle has been maintained via our 
actions relating to our digital book printing.

Severn introduced ISO 14001 as an Environmental Management System in 2003, making us one 
of the first UK printing companies to recognise the importance of managing the environmental 
impact of its operations.

We recognise the dynamic nature of the printing industry and the need to invest in new 
technologies that improve our performance and keep pace with the diversification of printing 
processes. Such new technologies not only bring production efficiencies but environmental 
benefits too. For example: improved energy efficiency, a reduced need for consumables and 
reduced resource waste.

A diverse range of internal initiatives and policy decisions are in place:

ELECTRICITY:

Our electricity is purchased from Ecotricity, on a 100% from renewable resources tariff, and a 
number of measures are in place to reduce our use (power correction, low energy lighting).

ALCOHOL FREE LITHO PRINTING:

Through experimentation with print techniques we long ago removed IPA (Iso-Propyl Alcohol) from 
the litho process, improving press room air quality and reducing our generation of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs).

PROCESSLESS (CHEMISTRY FREE) PLATE PRODUCTION:

Our litho printing plates are created by a process that requires no chemicals or water. All used 
aluminium printing plates are recycled.

WASTE AND RECYCLING:

Our general waste levels are, compared to industry norms, exceptionally low. Severn has long 
recognised the common sense nature of devoting efforts to increased recycling. It should be a 
main environmental focus for all companies to reduce volumes of waste destined for landfill and it 
is financial common sense because of the associated costs.

CERTIFICATION:

Severn became ISO 14001 certified in 2003, FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified (and ISO 
9001 certified) in 2004 and EMAS registered in 2013.



CLIMATE CHANGE: WE HAVE IN 
PLACE A DIVERSE RANGE OF 
ACTIONS
Climate change is higher on the world’s agenda than ever before and all businesses (not just print) 
need to play a part in reducing emissions to help the UK meet its commitments established in Paris 
in December 2015.

Sustainability has long been embedded within our core business model and ISO 14001 certification 
and EMAS regulations are our framework for awareness, action and communications.

Severn has for many years established its annual emissions and since 2013 publicly reported, after 
external verification, the data. We have in place a robust framework to measure, monitor and 
reduce our emissions.

From common sense actions to reduce our energy use to the benefits gained by investing in latest 
print technologies to internal innovations we have in place a diverse range of initiatives to manage 
and reduce our environmental footprint.

We are proud of our commitment, actions and transparency and all data are externally verified 
before being publicly communicated. We have since 2012 established and publicly reported our 
energy use and associated emissions.

Technological developments are a main driver of environmental improvements and each 
investment opportunity delivers tangible environmental (and performance) benefits: reduced 
energy requirements, reduced set up resources (materials and consumables) and reduced waste. 
Severn operates at the forefront of digital and lithographic technologies and offers a printed 
product with an accordingly low environmental footprint.

Severn has long recognised the significance of waste and recycling as a key area of a company’s 
environmental impact with associated financial implications. We are aware that diverting waste 
from landfill is not just about landfill space, it is also about litter, leaching and methane emissions 
associated with landfill sites.

Severn’s knowledge, awareness, commitment and actions serve to enhance our status within an 
elite group of environmentally aware and responsible UK printing companies.



ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM (EMS)
Severn’s Environmental Policy confi rms our commitment to continually improving our 
environmental awareness and performance. Our Environmental Management System conforms 
with international standards set by ISO 14001 and acts as a framework for environmental 
awareness, compliance with legislation and continual improvement. In conjunction with EMAS we 
have in place a robust system for environmental management.

Through ISO 14001, we:

• maintain an externally audited register, of our direct environmental 
impacts, that forms the foundation of our EMS

• identify our potential signifi cant environmental impacts

• monitor and manage our environmental impacts

• maintain a database of legal and other requirements

• set specifi c targets and objectives for environmental improvement

• employ the services of a specialist environmental consultant to undertake regular internal 
audits for legal compliance and to check that our EMS is working effectively and meeting the 
requirements of ISO 14001

Via informal use EMAS regulations, we:

• gather performance data

• monitor and analyse our performance in detail

• publicly report, after external verifi cation, our environmental 
performance

• publicly commit to annual environmental targets and report on our success in meeting these 
targets

Through Forest Stewardship Council certifi cation, we

• offer our clients a mechanism for showing their environmental 
awareness on their printed materials

• promote the FSC message.



ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
It is a requirement of EMAS that an organisation publicly commits to environmental protection and 
ongoing improvement. 

 

Environmental Policy

This Environmental Policy is established, implemented and maintained by the directors. 

It is our framework for setting environmental objectives to improve our environmental 
performance. 

It is our public commitment to:

• Protection of the environment, including preventing pollution

• Meeting our compliance obligations, including legal requirements

• Continual improvement of our Environmental Management System to enhance environmental 
performance. 

Policy Communication

This Environmental Policy is displayed internally and communicated to all staff. It is publicly 
available via on request and our annual, informal Environmental Statements based on Eco 
Management & Audit Scheme (EMAS) regulations. 

This Environmental Policy conforms to the requirements of ISO 14001: 2015 It will be reviewed on 
an annual basis. 

Directors

Dated



LEGAL COMPLIANCE 
We maintain a manual for our Environmental Management System (EMS), including relevant 
legislation and codes of practice; through ISO 14001 this is externally audited for accuracy and 
compliance. The following legislative requirements we feel to be especially significant: 

Duty of Care 

All waste generated by Severn is collected for recovery or safe disposal by licensed companies. 
Our EMS demands that we check and hold copies of each company’s license. 

Water Industry Act: Trade Effluent Discharge Consent 

Our water is supplied by Severn Trent Water. Trade Effluent Discharge Consent was held historically 
and relates to the disposal of water in our repro department. Our current water use and disposal is 
classed as domestic and discharge consent is no longer required. 

Environmental Permitting 

Regulations: Emissions to air  
Our low solvent use, and associated emissions to air, means we do not need a Local Authority 
permit. 

Producer Responsibility Obligations – Packaging Waste  
Severn does not handle more than 50 tonnes of packaging each year and is, therefore, not 
obligated under the Packaging Waste Regulations. 

Significant Environmental Aspects 

Severn has conducted an exhaustive evaluation of its operations in order to establish 
environmental impacts. We maintain a register of all impacts and those we class as significant, and 
why, are: 

Energy use – gas/electricity - generation from non-renewable, fossil fuels. Associated emissions; 

Hazardous waste - safe storage (potential spills); 

Chemical / oil spills. Discharge to / contamination of surface drains or land – potential pollution; 

Solvents in print room - safe handling and storage, air quality, VOC action on atmospheric gases; 

Emergencies (fire, explosion, leaks, spills) - potential harm to human health and buildings. 

Positive Environmental Aspects

Relative to printing industry norms Severn can boast a diverse range of positive environmental 
aspects: our main lithographic press is at the forefront of technology and thus uses significantly 
less energy and does not use IPA. Also, our diverse range of digital presses, adapting to 
communication trends in the industry, have a much lower environmental footprint than traditional 
litho presses. 



EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT: 
SEVERN’S GREEN TEAM 
Keeping the company on track environmentally needs the help of everyone in Severn. Seven staff 
volunteered themselves to drive environmental improvement in their departments. They are the 
Green Team.

Kevin McGrath

Kevin has worked in the printing and graphics industry for over 20 years and joined Severnprint in 
1998. Kevin has attended a course on recycling of waste generated by the display printing part of 
our business.

Kevin’s environmental interest extends beyond work and he has been a Tree Warden in his local 
community and takes an active interest in environmental and green issues both locally and 
nationally..

Kevin Sandercock

Kevin works as a print specialist operating the presses at Severn. Kevin joined the business from an 
envelope printing company in 2001 at which business Kevin was an auditor for quality procedures. 
At Severn Kevin has maintained this involvement in carrying out internal audits as required and also 
looks after the ink and coatings purchased by the business. Kevin also collects data on the amount 
of water the company uses and reports this on a monthly basis on the Green Team noticeboard.

Shane Rudge

Shane has worked at Severn since joining as an apprentice bindery specialist in 1999. 

Shane has a keen interest in the environmental performance of the business and was one of the 
founding members of the Green Team.

Ian Smith

Ian joined Severn in April 2017 as Managing Director and sees the company’s strong environmental 
credentials and ethical values as important as a crucial business attribute; one that will be at the 
centre of business strategy and culture in the years ahead. 

Martin Clegg

Martin joined Severn in September 2017 as Operations Director, previously Martin has been 
responsible for environmental and quality accreditations in the printing industry, is a qualified 
quality auditor, has a Masters Degree in Six Sigma and Lean Manufacturing and leads the Green 
Team.



OBJECTIVES FOR 2019.  
HOW DID WE DO?
Severn has been improving its performance and reducing the environmental impact of its 
operations since introducing ISO 14001 in 2003. Progress has been substantial and we operate at 
industry-leading performance levels. 

EMAS demands that organisations have annual improvement objectives link to their main 
environmental impacts. In 2019 our objectives will be driven by our investment in leading print 
technologies.

ASPECT: ENERGY USE AND 
ASSOCIATED EMISSIONS

OBJECTIVES: EFFECTIVE ENERGY 
(ELECTRICITY) USE AND REDUCED 
EMISSIONS

Our investment in new digital printing 
equipment during 2018 and 2019 will allow us 
to print repeating projects, currently printed 
litho, more effectively. Additionally, our litho 
investment, replacing older kit, will facilitate 
a greatly reduced environmental impact for 
projects printed by this process. 

SPECIFIC TARGET: To reduce electricity use 
for equivalent print projects by 5 percent. This 
will also reduce emissions associated with 
electricity use.

Achieved? Yes. Electricity use reduced my 
considerably more than 5 percent. 

ASPECT: EMERGENCIES (FIRE, 
EXPLOSION, LEAKS, SPILLS)

OBJECTIVE: PREVENTION OF ONSITE 
INCIDENTS

Stringent safety mechanisms and emergency 
procedures are in place and communicated to 
staff to prevent emergencies and actions in the 
event of an emergency.

SPECIFIC TARGET: zero onsite incidents.

Achieved? Yes. There were no incidents in 
2019. 

ASPECT: CHEMICAL / OIL SPILLS. 
DISCHARGE TO / CONTAMINATION OF 
SURFACE DRAINS OR LAND

OBJECTIVE: PREVENTION OF ONSITE 
INCIDENTS

Stringent procedures and safety mechanisms 
are in place for spill prevention and action in 
the event of a spill.

SPECIFIC TARGET: zero onsite incidents.

Achieved? Yes. There were no incidents in 
2019.

ASPECT: HAZARDOUS WASTE AND 
SOLVENTS IN PRINT ROOM 

OBJECTIVE: TO REDUCE VOLUMES OF 
HAZARDOUS WASTE / ALL CONSUMABLES 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LITHOGRAPHIC 
PRINTING PROCESS

Our investment in new lithographic printing 
equipment in 2019 will bring diverse 
performance and environmental benefits: 

SPECIFIC TARGETS: To reduce make-ready 
waste and to eliminate coatings and sprays. 

Achieved? Yes. Make-ready waste reduced and 
coatings and sprays were eliminated. 



OBJECTIVES FOR 2020. 
Severn has been improving its performance and reducing the environmental impact of its 
operations since introducing ISO 14001 in 2003. Progress has been substantial and we operate at 
industry-leading performance levels. 

EMAS demands that organisations have annual improvement objectives link to their main 
environmental impacts. In 2020 our objectives will be driven by our investment in leading print 
technologies and the diverse associated environmental benefits. 

ASPECT: ENERGY USE AND 
ASSOCIATED EMISSIONS

OBJECTIVES: EFFECTIVE ENERGY 
(ELECTRICITY) USE AND REDUCED 
EMISSIONS

Our investment in state-of -the-art digital and 
lithographic printing equipment will allow us 
to further reduce the environmental footprint 
of projects printed within these departments. 
Additionally, advances in digital technology 
will allow us to print digitally projects 
previously printed by lithographic processes. 

SPECIFIC TARGETS: 

Moving litho projects to digital: To reduce 
electricity use for equivalent print projects 
by 5 percent. This will also reduce emissions 
associated with electricity use.

Litho projects printed on our new Komori press 
will achieve a one percent reduction in energy 
use. 

Further expansion via investment of our inkjet 
to evaluate a second phase of our transition 
from toner and litho to the very latest high-
quality inkjet.

Additionally, we will offset via Climate Care the 
unavoidable scopes 1 & 2 emissions associated 
with our operations.

ASPECT: EMERGENCIES (FIRE, 
EXPLOSION, LEAKS, SPILLS)

OBJECTIVE: PREVENTION OF ONSITE 
INCIDENTS

Stringent safety mechanisms and emergency 
procedures are in place and communicated to 
staff to prevent emergencies and actions in the 
event of an emergency.

SPECIFIC TARGET: zero onsite incidents.

ASPECT: HAZARDOUS WASTE

OBJECTIVE: VOLUMES OF HAZARDOUS 
WASTE

Our investment in state-of -the-art digital and 
lithographic printing equipment will allow us 
to further reduce the environmental footprint 
of projects printed within these departments. 
Additionally, advances in digital technology 
will allow us to print digitally projects 
previously printed by lithographic processes. 

SPECIFIC TARGET: To reduce annual volumes 
of hazardous waste. 

ADDITIONAL OBJECTIVES:

To maintain ISO 14001: 2015 and Forest Stewardship Council certifications.

To reduce the company fleet by one vehicle.



MEASURING OUR PERFORMANCE
It is a requirement of EMAS that organisations gather data and publicly report on key aspects of 
environmental performance.

Normalised against turnover the above chart illustrates energy use (electricity and heating oil) 
in the reporting period. Severn’s electricity has been purchased via Ecotricity on a 100 percent 
renewables tariff for almost 20 years.

Normalised against staff numbers the above chart illustrates water use in the reporting period.

Normalised against turnover the above chart illustrates hazardous waste volumes generated in the 
reporting period.



Illustrated by the above charts, technological developments are a main driver of environmental 
improvements. Severn operates at the at the forefront of print technologies, is constantly investing 
and reaping environmental benefits.

Additionally:

• Waste reduction and recycling are key elements of environmental management and Severn has 
long recognised the significance of waste segregation and effective recycling.

• Common sense, lean manufacturing, initiatives are in place at all stages of the production and 
manufacturing processes to reduce costs and environmental footprint.

• Annual sustainability focused targets drive performance improvements. The process of 
developing annual targets was formalised with the gaining of ISO 14001 in 2003. Also, the 
gaining of Eco Management & Audit Scheme registration became our mechanism for public 
commitment to our annual targets and the framework for gathering, analysing and putting into 
the public arena our performance data: EMAS is also our public commitment to transparency 
and honesty; it underpins everything we do.



EMISSIONS
Methodology for emissions calculations: Defra’s GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting 
2019.

Emissions of CH4 and N2O associated with our use of energy for production, heating and 
transport purposes have been taken into account in the calculation of our greenhouse gas 
emissions which are expressed as tonnes of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent CO2e.

Our processes do not produce significant emissions of other air pollutants (such as 
Hydrofluorocarbons, Perfluorocarbons, Sulphur hexafluoride).

No electricity is generated on site.

Delivery transport figures relate to our own vans only and not courier deliveries. We estimate that 
10-15% of deliveries (mainly local) are made by our vans.

Note: emissions related to electricity generation are falling in the UK due to the increasing 
percentage of electricity gained from non- fossil fuel sources, but the main thrust of Severn’s falling 
emissions is due to investment in energy-efficient technologies.



OUR ETHICAL & SOCIAL ACTION
CHARITY AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Severn believes that all companies have environmental and ethical responsibilities.

Each year we help and support a number of local organisations including sponsorship of the 
Ledbury Poetry Festival. Additionally, we have a long history of taking work experience students 
from local schools.

TREE AID

Since November 2000 Severn has contributed over £25,000 to Tree Aid.

FSC (Forest Stewardship Council)

It is often overlooked that the FSC certification is not just a chain of custody. At the forestry 
management level, the FSC’s Ten Principles include a range of social and ethical factors that 
provide reassurances to FSC certified organisations and users of FSC certified materials.

CLIMATE CARE

Credible schemes to offset emissions also bring social benefits to people around the world. For 
example, in offsetting the unavoidable emissions associated with our operations we help fund 
social benefits: the mechanisms that reduce emissions also improve people’s lives.

We will publish our annual update to this Environmental Statement in May 2021.

VERIFICATION

Further to consideration of the documentation, data and information resulting from the 
organisation’s internal procedures examined on a sampling basis during the verification process, 
it is evident that the environmental policy, program, management system, review (or audit 
procedure) and environmental statement meet the requirements of Regulation 1221/2009 (The 
EMAS Regulation).

Ashville Industrial Estate 
Bristol Road, Gloucester 
GL2 5EU

T 01452 416 391 
E info@severnprint.co.uk 
www.severnprint.co.uk






